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01   SAMPLED_HOOKE 
[READING_SURFACES]

Release Date: March 29, 2005 [eBook #15491]
Language: English
Character set encoding: ISO-8859-1

and the most smooth and burnish’d surfaces 
appear most rough and unpolisht

and like Rabbins find out Caballisms, and ænig-
mâs in the Figure, and placing of Letters, where 
no such thing lies hid

conversant among Books and Papers

multitudes of which I found to bespeck & whiten 
over the red

two flat pieces, DD, which seem to be flexible, 
like the covers of a Book, about FF, by which 
means, the plains of the two sides EE, do not 
always lie in the same plain

reflecting a very cleer and distinct Image of all 
the ambient objects



02   SAMPLED_GUTENBERG
[READING_SYSTEMS]

Each eBook is in a subdirectory of the same 
number as the eBook’s
eBook number, often in several formats includ-
ing plain vanilla ASCII,
compressed (zipped), HTML and others.

Corrected EDITIONS of our eBooks replace the 
old file and take over
the old filename and etext number. The replaced 
older file is renamed.
VERSIONS based on separate sources are treated 
as new eBooks receiving
new filenames and etext numbers.

Most people start at our Web site which has the 
main PG search facility:

http://www.gutenberg.org

This Web site includes information about Project 
Gutenberg-TM,
including how to make donations to the Project 
Gutenberg Literary



Archive Foundation, how to help produce our 
new eBooks, and how to
subscribe to our email newsletter to hear about 
new eBooks.

EBooks posted prior to November 2003, with 
eBook numbers BELOW #10000,
are filed in directories based on their release date. 
If you want to
download any of these eBooks directly, rather 
than using the regular
search system you may utilize the following 
addresses and just
download by the etext year.

http://www.gutenberg.org/dirs/etext06/



03   SAMPLED_HOOKE
[READING_PRINT]

the Irregularities of it are caused by three or four 
coadjutors, one of which is, the uneven surface of 
the paper, which at best appears no smother then 
a very course piece of shag’d cloth, next the irreg-
ularity of the Type or Ingraving, and a third is the 
rough Daubing of the Printing-Ink that lies upon 
the instrument that makes the impression, to all 
which, add the variation made by the Different 
lights and shadows, and you may have sufficient 
reason to guess that a point may appear much 
more ugly then this, which I have here presented, 
which though it appear’d through the Microscope 
gray, like a great splatch of London dirt, about 
three inches over; yet to the naked eye it was black 
and no bigger then that in the midst of the Circle 
A. And could I have found Room in this Plate to 
have inserted an O you should have seen that the 
letters were not more distinct then the points of 
Distinction, nor a drawn circle more exactly so, 
then we have now shown a point to be a point



04   SAMPLED_GUTENBERG
[READING_DIRECTORIES]

(Or /etext 05, 04, 03, 02, 01, 00, 99,
98, 97, 96, 95, 94, 93, 92, 92, 91 or 90)

EBooks posted since November 2003, with etext 
numbers OVER #10000, are
filed in a different way. The year of a release date 
is no longer part
of the directory path. The path is based on the 
etext number (which is
identical to the filename). The path to the file is 
made up of single
digits corresponding to all but the last digit in the 
filename. For
example an eBook of filename 10234 would be 
found at:

http://www.gutenberg.org/dirs/1/0/2/3/10234

or filename 24689 would be found at:
http://www.gutenberg.org/dirs/2/4/6/8/24689



06   SAMPLED_CONTAINER
[READING_PACKAGING]

Box containing a cactus specimen. On the surface 
of the box:

Famous Make
NEAREGULARS
Assorted Chocolates

SUGAR, FRESH SWEET CREAM, PURE 
HONEY, CHOICE NUTS, MILK CHOCOLATE, 
CONDENSED WHOLE MILK, CORN SYR-
UP, TRUE FRUITS, FRUIT PECTIN, SODI-
UM ACETATE, CITRIC ACID, VEGETABLE 
OIL, SHREDDED COCONUT, DRIED EGG 
WHITES, GELATIN, SALT, BAKING SODA, 
GUM ARABIC, MOLASSES, VINEGAR, DRIED 
FRUITS, PEANUTS, CREAM OF TARTAR, 
TRUE AND ARTIFICIAL FLAVORS. U.S. CER-
TIFIED FOOD COLORS. CANDY SPECIAL-
TIES COMPANY, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.



07   SUMMARY

Like any archive, the Rhode Island School of De-
sign’s Nature Lab is full of paratexts, protocols, 
and metadata. I wanted to read this material, not 
only as linguistic objects but as complex, intricate 
surfaces—just as Hooke reads periods or the sur-
face of silk. Instead of simply imitating or repli-
cating Hooke’s observational syntax/tone, I chose 
to directly sample the version of his text (Micro-
graphia) that’s freely available on gutenberg.org. 
I focused on parts of Hooke that dealt specifically 
with surfaces and print media, fascinated by the 
reflexivity his poetics performs (reflections on 
books, on writing, on book-worms, on texture). 
I also examined and sampled the paratext of the 
Hooke text that hat been written by administra-
tors of Project Gutenberg, using it alongside the 
Nature Lab images as yet another diagram of 
labeling and classification.

My own microscopy was more of a metascopy, in 
which I ostensibly magnified/amplified the data 
existing above what is usually regarded as the 



specimens themselves—pressed leaves, flowers, 
or biological material on glass slides. The meta-
data, and more precisely the material upon which 
this metadata had been printed or handwritten, 
became the specimen. The results, I think, are not 
unlike that of Hooke’s own microscopy—even 
though the method is quite different.






